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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1441376A1] The apparatus (100) comprises a switch (106) with an operating organ (110) capable of moving from an opening position to
a closing position and vice versa, an actuator (103) associated with the switch (106) comprising an electric motor (11) and dragging means operated
by the electric motor to bring the operating organ (110) from the opening position to the closing position, and remote control means (Pa, Pc). The
switch (106) comprises rapid-detachment means (114) capable of being operated from outside to open the contacts and bring the operating organ
(110) from the closing position to the opening position. The actuator (103) comprises a two-way switch (13) operated by the motor (11) and means
(160) of coupling to the rapid-detachment means (114) operated by the motor (11) in such a way as to assume a first position (A) corresponding
to the activation of the rapid-detachment means (114) or a second position (C) in which the rapid-detachment means (114) are not activated. The
remote control means (Pa, Pc,) comprise a closing push-button (Pc) series-connected, by means of one way of the two-way switch (13), to the supply
line of the electric motor (11), and an opening switch (Pa) series-connected, by means of the other way of the two-way switch (13), to the supply line
of the electric motor (11). <IMAGE> <IMAGE>
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